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An update from NSW

We know we’re not blessed with scorching 
hot summers here in the UK, so light reds are 
actually a really good alternative to rosé and 
whites to suggest to your customers.

Served slightly chilled they are the perfect 
accompaniment to the cuisine we tend to 
cook during the warmer months: less fuss, 
lighter and sharper flavours (think ‘grilled’ 
instead of ‘stewed’).

The red wines best served chilled are those 
with lower tannins, very little or no oak 
influence and good primary fruits. 

We have selected a few that are perfect for the summer months ahead

Weinhaus Pinot Noir £10.99
Suitably pale and interesting, this is 
extremely good value. A vibrant Pinot  
Noir from grapes grown on limestone 
soils. Perfect with nibbles for evenings 
on the patio.

De Bortoli La Boheme Act IV 
Syrah Gamay £14.99
A delicious wine, the spiciness of the Syrah 
nicely balanced by the crunchy Gamay. 
Great for alfresco parties with meaty 
canapes such as Beef wellington bites.

Santa Tresa Frappato £10.99
Singled out by Gwin Llyn Wines in the 
June Wine Merchant as a great Summer 
red! Frappato was originally created by 
the Sicilians to accompany fish, this one 
is also organic and vegan friendly.

Cantina De Negrar Corvina £9.99
This Valpolicella stunner totally over 
delivers at the price point. The new,  
eye-catching packaging has really put 
it on the map. Medium bodied but light 
enough to be a great option with BBQ 
meats or pizzas.

When Adolfo Hurtado took the role of CEO at Chilean winery MontGras he had 
started a process of re-evaluating vineyards and wines, as you would expect, but 
prolonged lockdown gave way to something deeper.

He had the chance to really re-think portfolio, packaging, brand message and lastly 
the winery’s tagline. ‘Pure Sunshine’ was replaced by ‘Boldly Attractive Wines’ and 
Adolfo moved the overall winemaking style to a much more delicate approach.

Amongst the new ‘bold and attractive’ ranges, we especially love the Handcrafted by 
MontGras collection. Five winemakers were given ‘carte blanche’ to experiment. The 
rules were that the varietals, valleys and winemaking techniques had to be unusual.

Five wines have been released so far, in very limited and one-off production. Three 
of these will arrive in the UK in early August - 1 (Riesling by Santiago Margozzini), 
2 (Cinsault by Alberto Antonini), and 3 (Pinot Noir by Adolfo Hurtado). The stunning 
award-winning packaging, each using a different piece of art, is a great vessel for 
some truly unique wines. We are aiming at bringing the whole collection together in a 
special pack for Christmas 2022. Grab a case while you can!

Handcrafted by MontGras

Reds for 
summer 
sipping



Getting technical with Emily Brighton

Capsule: What’s your earliest 
memory of wine?
Emily: I was largely unfussed until I joined Wine 
Circle at Bristol University where the Pol Roger 
team teaching us blind tasting was somewhat more 
engaging than my Law degree!

C: What made you decide to do 
your MW studies?
E: I won the Derouet Jameson Award for my WSET 
Diploma results in 2018, which was a scholarship 
for year 1 of MW studies. At the time I was slightly 
miffed not to have won a trip to a far-flung wine 
region, but MW was always on my radar as the 
pinnacle of wine accomplishment. 

We caught up with Emily Brighton, our Technical 
Manager and MW in the making to get an insight 
into the MW journey and her role at NSW.

The awards season has been in full swing, 
with the IWC, IWSC, Decanter Awards and 
The Wine Merchant Top 100 all announced in 
quick succession. There were some notable 
performances from producers across our portfolio.

Pick of the bunch

The judges at the Decanter Awards scored  
The Mentors range handsomely across the board  
with the Cabernet Franc 2019 being awarded 
The Best in Show with 97 points.
The Chenin Blanc 2020 was hot on its heels 
with a Platinum medal (97) and Grenache Blanc 
2020 picked up a Gold medal (95). Testament to 
the fantastic work of Izele and her team.

Over to New Zealand, Tohu picked up two 
Platinum medals (97) for their Sauvignon 
Blanc 2021 and Pinot Gris 2021. Both are 
sourced from vineyards in the Awatere  
Valley and irrefutably endorse Tohu’s focus  
on sub-regionality.
In the Wine Merchant Top 100  we 
were delighted to see the Laborie MCC 
Blanc de Blancs 2015 receive the Best 
Value Sparkling Trophy –  

for the second time in 3 years. Paolo Leo’s 
Passitivo Primitivo also made the top 100.

De Bortoli’s Riorret wines, from single 
vineyards Lusatia Park and The Abbey,  
were a hit with judges. They couldn’t pick 
between them, both receiving  
Decanter Gold and 96 points.

C: What’s been the most  
gruelling part?
E: It’s extremely hard! The overall pass rate is 
around 10% so it’s certainly humbling. Progress is 
not linear – you have days when you nail a tasting 
and others you misread wines you should be 
familiar with. 

C: Has studying for MW changed  
the way you approach wine  
when tasting?
E: It’s very different to the WSET approach – 
assessing the structural components is key –  
what are the shape of the tannins in the mouth, 
what is their texture, what is the nature of the  
acidity – these things tell you much more than 
aromas or flavours. 

C: What challenges did you 
face when getting the company 
certified with BRCGS in 2021? 
E: I essentially built our quality management 
systems from scratch when I joined NSW at 
the start of 2020, which was daunting, not least 
documenting and implementing almost 30 
procedures and policies, during a global  
pandemic, but ultimately satisfying.

C: What does having 
BRCGS mean to the 
business?
E: It’s the industry benchmark; 
it’s about future-proofing the 
business as it grows. It provides 
customers with an extra level of 
confidence in us as a supplier 
partner, knowing we have 
done thorough due diligence 
on our ways of working and 
are audited to the highest 
standards, which only a few 
UK agencies can claim.

C: And finally, which 
NSW wine is your 
favourite and why?
E: I can’t pick one! I do love a 
cool climate Chardonnay and 
the Tohu Whenua Awa is a bit 
of a stunner – it has that really 
appealing reductive flintiness 
and well-integrated smoky 
oak, cashew meal character 
to complement the bright 
peach and citrus fruit.
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Introducing Cava 
Vallformosa Origen  
Bio Organic Reserva
In 2020 DO Cava announced changes to classifications in a bid to improve 
Cava’s reputation, promote consumption, attract new consumers and educate 
those who think of it as a cheap alternative to Champagne.
The changes include increasing minimum ageing of Reserva cavas, reduction 
in maximum yields, all will be vintage or multi-vintage dated; all Reservas and 
Gran Reservas will have to be organic and come from vineyards at least 10 
years old. 
In line with these changes, Vallformosa, which was named Best Sparkling Wine 
Producer of 2022 at the Berliner Wine Trophy 2022 competition, has released 
its Origen Bio Organic Reserva NV – A classic blend of Macabeo, Xarel-lo and 
Parellada which is aged for an average period of 24 months on its lees. And 
it’s already making an impression with its fresh aroma with white and tropical 
fruit, combined with light notes of brioche and dried fruits. Fresh, fruity and 
wonderfully balanced on the palate with a lingering finish. RRP £13.49

We’ve been working with 
Painted Wolf Wines since the 
outset. Husband-and-wife 
team, winemaker Jeremy and 
Emma Borg, are committed 
conservationists and always keen 
to give back where they can. 
With Painted Wolf Wines, 5% of UK sales are given 
to Tusk Trust to help with conservation in Africa. In 
June, we were lucky enough to welcome Emma 
back to the UK – she was our last visitor before the 
world stopped in 2020 and so to mark the occasion, 
we headed off to meet up with Tusk Trust to present 
them with the monies raised through Painted Wolf 
sales in the UK. An impressive £8640, which means 
that to date our sales of Painted Wolf Wines in the 
UK have raised £37.6k and counting. 

Painted  
Wolves  
Tusk Trust 
donation

In the spotlight: 
The Weinhaus range by family owned Reh 
Kendermann was born out the wish to  
make German wine simpler and more 
approachable for consumers. 
Too often shoppers can be put off by the intricacies 
of German wine labelling, and consequently,  
are depriving themselves from discovering some 
great wines.
The concept of the range is deceptively simple: 
each Weinhaus reflect the characteristics of the soil 
type and its influence, in the aromatic profile found 
in the glass. 
In order to bring this straight-forward idea to life, 
each label has an illustration of the type of soil the 
vines have grown on. The most frequently found 
soil types in German vineyards are slate, loess 
or limestone. They are between 10,000 and 400 
million years old.

The best way to experience this is to try our two 
different Rieslings next to each other: one was 
made from vines grown on limestone in Pflaz, 
(‘Kalkstein’ and the other one from vines grown on 
slate in the Mosel (‘Schieffer Steillage’).  
They are both charming yet utterly different.
At the last Wines of Germany tasting, we road 
tested this range with consumers, and found that 
they responded extremely well to the idea of soil/ 
grape/ influence summarised in such a simple way. 
Maybe we have cracked the code for German wine!
The range: Sauvignon Blanc Kalkstein – Pfalz 
Riesling Schiefer Steillage – Mosel, Riesling 
Kalkstein – Pfalz, Pinot Noir Rose Kalkstein – Pfalz, 
Pinot Noir Terra Quartar – Pfalz. RRP £10.49

Weinhaus 
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Cover Crop

Coral Ethical Rose 
– Rob Buckhaven, Metro 
Rob Buckhaven singled out Coral Ethical Rose in the 
Metro as a perfect pink for summer. In fact, his words 
were that Coral is peachy but not preachy, in reference 
to the wine’s pristine eco-credentials. “Lip-smackingly 
dry and a delectable summer sipper” and made all the 
more appealing by the knowledge that 10% of profits 
go towards marine coral preservation.  

Vallformosa 0.0% 

- Fiona Beckett, Guardian
Vallformosa’s 0.0% sparkling recently 
picked up the top prize in the People’s 
Choice Wine Awards Mindful Drinking 
category. This didn’t go unnoticed by 
Fiona Beckett at the Guardian who sought out 
a bottle. Fiona said the VRMS 0.0% is “way 
better than most alcohol-free fizz” she’s tried and 
recommends it for those who aren’t drinking but 
still fancy a glass of bubbles.

Ventisquero Grey  
Sauvignon Blanc 

– Victoria Moore, The Daily Telegraph
Victoria Moore argued it’s time to 

end the snobbery around Sauvignon Blanc, urging 
consumers to consider Chile and highlighting 
Ventisquero’s Grey Sauvignon Blanc for its atypical 
origin. The “grapes are grown on the fringe of the 
Atacama Desert”. This salty and extreme terrain imbues 
mineral freshness to the wine, which is produced by Tim 
Atkin’s Chile Winemaker of the Year Felipe Tosso.

The latest best of the press

8 years and counting…
We took a pause, followed by a pop, on the 12th of 
May this year. The day marked exactly 8 years since 
the first invoice of a newly formed North South Wines 
Ltd was entered into the system. 
The company had been registered a matter of weeks 
before, but this was the moment the dream truly 
became a reality. 
Kim Wilson, our founder and MD, is by far the best 
placed to reflect on the first 8 years:

“It’s hard to believe that it’s been 8 years 
since we took our very first order as North 
South Wines…where has that time gone??! 
From an idea thought up around my kitchen 
table and started with just 4 of us to now being 
a £31m turnover company with 26 superstar 
employees and over 25 fabulous suppliers, it’s 
been an amazing journey.
I am so proud of what we have achieved and 
look forward to the next 8 years.”

At North South Wines we are 
guided by our mission: to champion 
better business through greater 
accountability, whilst simplifying and 
improving wine distribution through 
responsible business practices.

Through involvement in action groups 
like Sustainable Wine and being part of 
the Harper’s Sustainability Charter we 
will drive the industry towards change 
for a better future.

Sustainable Wine Roundtable
We are a founding member in the 
Sustainable Wine Roundtable, 
joining 49 leading wine brands, small 
producers, distributors, retailers and 
environmental organisations. 

The Sustainable Wine Roundtable 
was created to accelerate sustainable 
action in the wine industry, with the 
aim to create a global standard on 
sustainability in the industry.

Sustainability 
matters

Join the conversation #Sustainabilitymatters

Reader 
Quiz
For your chance to 
win one of our Cover 
crop wines answer the 
following question: 
What award did Emily Brighton 
get when doing her WSET 
Diploma?  
Send your answers to: Chris.
Druitt@northsouthwines.co.uk  
by 30th September 2022.

Harpers Sustainability Charter
We are a signatory in the Harpers 
Sustainability Charter which is 
designed to help galvanise, share 
and drive best practice throughout 
the drinks trade.

The goal of this Charter is to build 
a network of sustainably minded 
businesses and be a reference for 
companies looking to work with 
sustainable partners.

As part of the charter Managing 
Director and Founder Kim Wilson 
took part in webinar around the 
sustainability of glass.

To view the webinar visit:  
https://youtu.be/rtgswSX_U9g 

Have you thought about  
signing up too? 
For more info go to  
www.harperssustainabilitycharter.co.uk
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